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Abstract

In this study, the model response in terms of simulated mercury concentration and deposition to boundary condition (BC),

initial condition (IC), model grid resolution (12km versus 36km), and two alternative Hg(II) reduction mechanisms, was

investigated. The model response to the change of gaseous elemental mercury (GEM) concentration from 0 to 2ngm�3 in IC/BC

is found to be very linear (r240.99) based on the results of sensitivity simulations in July 2001. An increase of 1ngm�3 of GEM in

BC resulted in an increase of 0.81ngm�3 in the monthly average of total mercury concentration, and 1270ngm�2 in the monthly

total deposition. IC has similar but weaker effects compared to those of BC. An increase of 1ngm�3 of GEM in IC resulted in an

increase of 0.14ngm�3 in the monthly average of total mercury concentration, and 250ngm�2 in the monthly total deposition.

Varying reactive gaseous mercury (RGM) or particulate mercury (PHg) in BC/IC has much less significant impact. Simulation

results at different grid resolutions show good agreement (slope ¼ 0.950–1.026, r ¼ 0.816–0.973) in mercury concentration, dry

deposition, and total deposition. The agreement in wet deposition is somewhat weaker (slope ¼ 0.770–0.794, r ¼ 0.685–0.892) due

to the difference in emission dilution and simulated precipitation that subsequently change reaction rates in the aqueous phase.

Replacing the aqueous Hg(II)-HO2 reduction by either RGM reduction by CO (5� 10�18 cm3molecule�1 s�1) or photoreduction

of RGM (1� 10�5 s�1) gives significantly better model agreement with the wet deposition measured by Mercury Deposition

Network (MDN). Possible ranges of the reduction rates are estimated based on model sensitivity results. The kinetic estimate

requires further verification by laboratory studies.
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1. Introduction

The mercury model of Community Multiscale Air
Quality modeling system (CMAQ-Hg) has been used
extensively as a modeling tool for atmospheric
mercury studies in North America (Bullock and
Brehme, 2002; Gbor et al., 2006, 2007; Lin and Tao,
2003; Sillman et al., 2007), and for intercontinental
transport (Lin et al., 2006b). Recently, Lin et al.
(2006a, 2007) assessed quantitatively the model
uncertainties in mercury emission processing, gas-
eous and aqueous chemistry, aqueous mercury
speciation, dry deposition, and wet deposition
through sensitivity simulations using CMAQ-Hg.
In this study, the impacts of BC, IC, model grid
resolution, and potentially missing chemical reac-
tions in the models on simulated mercury concentra-
tion and deposition are investigated systematically.

Model sensitivity to BC has been studied by Pai
et al. (1999) using a 3-D model, which reported a
negligible effect on simulated wet deposition by
varying RGM from 0 to 160 pgm�3. However, since
mercury deposition is primarily driven by chemistry
(Lin and Pehkonen, 1999; Lin et al., 2007), it is
necessary to understand the impact of GEM in BC,
which is investigated in this study. Model sensitivity
to IC is also included because of its importance to
regional modeling. Special attention was devoted to
understanding the impact caused by IC in terms of
its magnitude and time period corresponding to a
domain size.

On the effect of grid resolution, Pai et al. (2000)
noted that short-term wet deposition results (daily
or weekly variation) are more sensitive to grid
resolution as opposed to long-term simulations
(seasonal and annual averages). They also reported
a two-fold increase in total concentration and dry
deposition near major point sources when increas-
ing the spatial resolution from 100 to 20 km.
Seigneur et al. (2003) reported a poor correlation
between the simulated wet deposition at a 100 km
and at a 20 km resolution. The use of the finer
resolution improved the model performance upwind
of major emission sources, but the performance is
compromised downwind (overestimation of wet
deposition). They hypothesized that some key
mercury chemical transformations are likely missing
in the model (Seigneur et al., 2003), which leads to a
greater degree of oxidation of the emitted mercury
at the finer resolution. In this study, the effect of
grid resolution is further investigated in two
domains using 36 and 12 km. The results at 12 km
resolution have not been reported in mercury
modeling studies previously.

One of the uncertainties in mercury models is the
treatment of Hg(II) reduction mechanism (Lin et al.,
2006a). The gas-phase reduction of RGM to GEM
has been reported in power plant plumes using
measured concentration downwind and model esti-
mation (Lohman et al., 2006). They proposed two
possible reduction pathways of RGM: a pseudo-first-
order decay with a rate of 0.3 h�1 and a second-order
reduction by SO2 with a rate of 0.007 ppb�1 h�1

(8� 10�18 cm3molecule�1 s�1). Seigneur et al. (2006)
adopted those two pathways in a global mercury
model. They tested a first-order reduction rate of
0.15h�1 and found that it caused unreasonably high
GEM concentrations, i.e., approximately four times
greater than observations. They also replaced the
aqueous Hg(II) reduction HO2 (Pehkonen and Lin,
1998; Gårdfeldt and Jonsson, 2003) with the reduc-
tion of RGM by SO2 using a reaction rate of
8� 10�18 cm3molecule�1 s�1 and found that this
mechanism alone was not sufficient for producing
realistic GEM concentration in the model. Other
alternative reduction pathways have not been tested
in regional models.

The objective of this study is to quantitatively
assess the uncertainties of atmospheric mercury
models caused by different grid resolutions, BC, IC,
and chemical reduction mechanisms. One approach
to address the uncertainty issue is to perform
sensitivity simulations for quantifying the variation
caused by different science implementations in
models. In this study, sensitivity simulations were
performed using identical emission inventory for the
12 and 36 km domains to demonstrate the effect of
model grid resolution. The effect of varying GEM,
RGM and PHg concentrations in BC and IC on the
simulated concentration and deposition is shown.
Two alternative gas-phase reduction mechanisms of
RGM replacing the aqueous Hg(II) reduction by
HO2 are also tested using CMAQ-Hg. The goal is to
verify whether or not implementing new reduction
mechanisms would improve model performance in
regional-scale modeling.
2. Methods

2.1. Model domains and grid resolutions

Two model domains were used in this study: (1)
the continental United States (CONUS) domain,
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and (2) the Northeast, Midwest, and South
(NMAS) regional US domain, which is nested
inside the CONUS domain. Both domains use a
Lambert conformal projection centered at 401N
and 971W, as shown in Fig. 1. The CONUS domain
has 148� 112 horizontal cells and a resolution of
36 km with 14 vertical layers (see Table 1). The
NMAS has 279� 240 horizontal cells with a 12 km
horizontal resolution and uses the same vertical
structure as the CONUS domain. The CONUS
domain was used in the studies of BC and IC, grid
resolution, and alternative Hg(II) reduction me-
chanisms, while the NMAS domain was used in the
study of grid resolution only.
Fig. 1. The continental United State (CONUS) and the North-

west, Midwest, and South (NMAS) domain, with horizontal

resolutions of 36 and 12 km, respectively.

Table 1

Model vertical layer structure and base-case mercury species concentra

Layer sp Height of layer

top (m)

GEM

(base

1 0.995 36 1.780

2 0.990 73 1.780

3 0.980 146 1.779

4 0.960 294 1.774

5 0.940 445 1.769

6 0.910 675 1.766

7 0.860 1071 1.760

8 0.800 1569 1.757

9 0.740 2094 1.753

10 0.650 2941 1.749

11 0.550 3983 1.746

12 0.400 5810 1.741

13 0.200 9062 1.735

14 0.000 14,657 1.730

a1 ppmV ¼ 8.20� 106 ngm�3 ¼ 8.20� 109 pgm�3 at 1 atm, 25 1C.
2.2. Model input data

2.2.1. Meteorological data

The 2001 hourly meteorological fields were used
for model simulations. The simulations were per-
formed for the entire months of January and July of
2001 to represent the seasonal variation (winter and
summer) of the model results. The meteorological
data were prepared by the United State Environ-
mental Protection Agency (USEPA) using a Meso-
scale Meteorological Model (MM5, version 3.7)
(Grell et al., 1994). The MM5 outputs were
processed to the CMAQ-ready format using Me-
teorology-Chemistry Interface Processor (MCIP,
version 3.1) as described by Byun and Ching
(1999). In the MCIP processing, the dry deposition
velocities (Vdep) of GEM and RGM were calculated
using M3DRY deposition scheme (Pleim and Byun,
2004). The Vdep of sulfate aerosols were used as a
surrogate for PHg (Bullock and Brehme, 2002).
2.2.2. Emission inventory

The emission inventory (EI) of anthropogenic
mercury, criterion pollutants and other precursors
was prepared using the Sparse Matrix Operator
Kernel Emissions modeling system (SMOKE) ver-
sion 2.2 (available from www.cmascenter.org) by
the USEPA. The EI of criterion pollutants and
precursors was based on the 1999 National Emis-
sion Inventory estimates (NEI99) version 3 and
2000 Canadian inventory, available from USEPA’s
tions

(ppmV)a

-case)

RGM (ppmV)a

(base-case)

PHg (mgm�3)
(base-case)

E�07 2.000E�09 1.080E�05

E�07 2.000E�09 1.080E�05

E�07 2.143E�09 1.072E�05

E�07 2.571E�09 1.049E�05

E�07 3.071E�09 1.022E�05

E�07 3.429E�09 1.003E�05

E�07 4.000E�09 9.718E�06

E�07 4.333E�09 8.998E�06

E�07 4.697E�09 8.213E�06

E�07 5.093E�09 7.308E�06

E�07 5.444E�09 6.358E�06

E�07 5.907E�09 5.109E�06

E�07 6.500E�09 3.240E�06

E�07 7.000E�09 1.620E�06

http://www.cmascenter.org
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ftp site (ftp.epa.gov). For anthropogenic mercury
emission in the US, the point and area source
emissions of NEI99 Hazardous Air Pollutant
(HAP) inventory, with updates from municipal
waste incinerators in 2002, were used. The Canadian
mercury emission was based on the year 2000 point
and non-point emission estimates (documentation
available from ftp.epa.gov). The speciation of the
anthropogenic emission followed the recommenda-
tions by Walcek et al. (2003). The mercury
emissions from vegetation, water and soil surfaces
were also included following Lin et al. (2005). The
detailed mercury emission inventory and the specia-
tion have been summarized by Lin et al. (2007).
Identical EI data were gridded for both spatial
resolutions (12 and 36 km).
2.2.3. Boundary and initial conditions

Boundary and initial conditions were reprojected
from the outputs of a global 3-D chemical transport
model (GEOS-Chem CTM, Selin et al., 2007) for
both CONUS and NMAS domains except in the
sensitivity simulations of BC and IC. For the BC
and IC experiments of GEM, GEM concentration
was varied from 0 to 2 ngm�3, with �1.5 ngm�3

used as the base-case for comparison. The varia-
tions were selected based on the annual mean GEM
concentrations of 1.06–1.90 ngm�3 over land-based
sites (Selin et al., 2007). For RGM and PHg, the
concentrations were set to 0 pgm�3 to investigate
their impact on model results. The base-case
concentration of GEM, RGM, and PHg in BC
and IC are shown in Table 1.
2.3. Chemical transport model

The CMAQ-Hg version 4.5.1 was used for the
sensitivity simulations. The model components and
relevant information have been described elsewhere
(Bullock and Brehme, 2002; Lin et al., 2006a, 2007).
The Carbon Bond mechanism (CB-IV) was used as
the gas-phase chemical mechanism to generate the
concentrations of photochemical oxidants. Rosen-
brock solver (ROS3 in CMAQ CTM) was used as
the chemical solver because of its flexibility (not
mechanism specific). A global mass-conserving
scheme (YAMO) was used for vertical and hor-
izontal advection calculation, and the K-theory
eddy diffusivity scheme was used for the vertical
diffusion (documentation for the schemes is avail-
able from www.cmascenter.org).
For the sensitivity simulations with alternative
Hg(II) reduction mechanisms, CMAQ-Hg 4.5.1 was
modified by assigning the products of all GEM
oxidation reactions (with O3, H2O2, OH, and Cl) to
RGM (Lin et al., 2006a, 2007) and turning off the
aqueous Hg(II) reduction by HO2 (Pehkonen and
Lin, 1998; Gårdfeldt and Jonsson, 2003). Two
hypothetical reduction mechanisms were implemen-
ted: RGM reduction by CO and photoreduction of
RGM. RGM reduction by CO is based on an early
study by Fay and Seeker (1903), which reported the
reduction of mercury oxide starts at low tempera-
ture (0 1C). In addition, reduction of mercuric oxide
(HgO) has been used to measure H2 (Kawano et al.,
2004, 2005) and CO (Beckman et al., 1948;
McCullough et al., 1947) in the atmosphere. The
reduction mechanism is believed to be (Seigneur
et al., 1994):

HgOðs;gÞ þ COðgÞ �!
k

HgðgÞ þ CO2ðgÞ (1)

where k is the reduction rate constant. This reaction
is an exothermic reaction with an enthalpy of
�130.7 kJmol�1. A second-order rate coefficient
from 10�20 to 10�14 cm3molecule�1 s�1 was tested.
The other reduction mechanism was assumed based
on the photodecomposition of RGM. It is known
that many Hg(II) species (e.g., HgCl2, HgO,
Hg(CN)2, HgI2, HgSO4, HgS, etc.) are sensitive
to, and can be decomposed by light (Aldrich
Chemical Company, 2006). The photoreduction
mechanism of RGM can be written as

RGMþ hn�!
JRGM

HgoðgÞ þ products (2)

where JRGM is photoreduction rate coefficient of
RGM. For model implementation, JRGM is as-
sumed to be proportional to the photolysis rate of
NO2. Similar approach was also used for the
photolysis of Cl2 (Tanaka et al., 2003):

JRGM ¼ f � JNO2
(3)

where JNO2
is photolysis rate coefficient of NO2

(E10�2 s�1 at ground level) (Jacobson, 1999), f is a
multiplication factor. The factor ranging from 10�5

to 101 was tested in the simulations.

2.4. Data analysis

A suite of file operators (netCDF Operators or
NCO, Zender, 2007) was used for the analysis of the
CMAQ-Hg outputs. The Package for Analysis and

http://ftp.epa.gov
http://ftp.epa.gov
http://www.cmascenter.org
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Visualization of Environmental data (PAVE) ver-
sion 2.3 (available from www.cmascenter.org) was
used for data visualization. To compare the model
results at different spatial resolutions, the model
results in the CONUS domain (36 km grid) were
regridded into the same domain specifications as the
NMAS domain (12 km grid) so that the number of
data points at both grid resolutions is the same. In
other words, a grid cell from the CONUS domain
(36 km) will represent nine grid cells after the
regridding. In the RGM reduction mechanism
experiments, simulated monthly mercury wet de-
positions in the CONUS 36 km were compared with
the MDN-measured wet deposition to estimate the
possible range of the reduction rate of the proposed
mechanisms.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Model grid resolution

The simulation results at 36 and 12 km grid
resolutions in July 2001 are shown in Fig. 2. The
spatial distribution at both resolutions is similar for
the monthly average surface mercury concentration
(Fig. 2a) and the monthly mercury dry deposition
(Fig. 2b). The 12 km results give a smoother texture.
The distribution of mercury wet deposition (Fig. 2c)
and total (dry+wet) mercury deposition (Fig. 2d)
from the two resolutions are slightly different,
which is caused by the difference in emission
dilution and simulated precipitation of the two
domains at locations near the emission sources and
above oceans. Particularly, the wet deposition
difference above the ocean (Fig. 2c) is primarily
caused by the difference in the simulated precipita-
tion. This leads to different aqueous concentrations
of mercury and its oxidants/reductants, which
subsequently influences the aqueous phase chemis-
try and wet deposition.

The scatter plots of 36 and 12 km simulation
results in January and July are shown in Fig. 3.
Each subplot consists of 71,280 data points (equal
to the number of grid cells in the NMAS domain).
The results from the two resolutions are highly
correlated (slope ¼ 0.995–1.026, r ¼ 0.864–0.973
for mercury concentration (Fig. 3a) and dry
deposition (Fig. 3b) in both months. However, the
simulated mercury wet deposition at different
resolutions is more scattered Fig. 3c, show some
disagreements slope ¼ 0.770–0.794, r ¼ 0.685–
0.892). Therefore, the simulated total deposition
shows less agreement (Fig. 3d, slope ¼ 0.950–0.958,
r ¼ 0.816–0.895) compared to the results of mercury
concentration and dry deposition. In Fig. 3b (right,
July simulation), there are two clusters of dry
deposition data points falling beyond the 1:2 and
2:1 lines. Although the number of such data points
only represents a small fraction of the grids, they do
cause a greater degree of scattering of the total
deposition data (Fig. 3d, right).

The locations where the dry deposition disagree-
ment occurs in the domain (Fig. 3d, right) were
investigated. It was found that the extreme over-
and under-estimations are near water surface
(Fig. 4) because of the different landuse category
classification at the two grid resolutions. For
example, supposed that a grid at the coastline is
classified as land in the CONUS domain (36 km
grid). The same grid cell is resolved into nine
different grid cells in the NMAS domain (12 km
grid), some of which may be classified as water at
the 12 km resolution. Since the landuse category has
an important impact on the magnitude of mercury
Vdep in the summer month (Fig. 3b, right), the same
location classified as land in the CONUS domain
but classified as water in the NMAS domain
exhibits strong underestimation in the scatter plot,
and vice versa. The impact in the winter month
(Fig. 3, left) is weaker because the Vdep is limited by
aerodynamic resistance instead of canopy/surface
resistance as in the summer month (Lin et al., 2006a;
Abbott et al., 2008).

In general, the simulation results at the 36 and
12 km resolutions agree with each other reasonably
well based on the regression statistics shown in
Fig. 3. Compared to the MDN data, the simulated
precipitation at both resolutions agrees with the
measured precipitation (slope ¼ 1.07, r2 ¼ 0.87 for
the CONUS domain; slope ¼ 1.01, r2 ¼ 0.88 for the
NMAS domain). However, the simulated wet
deposition underpredicts the measured deposition
(slope ¼ 0.66, r2 ¼ 0.76 for the CONUS domain;
slope ¼ 0.65, r2 ¼ 0.75 for the NMAS domain). It is
interesting to note that the finer grid resolution does
not yield a better model performance in mercury wet
deposition when compared to MDN data because the
MDN sites are not located near anthropogenic
mercury emission sources (Fulkerson and Nnadi,
2006; Kellerhals et al., 2003; Temme et al., 2007).
Therefore, the simulated wet deposition at the fine
resolution is lower than the coarse resolution due to
less immediate dispersion after emission and atmo-
spheric transport to the MDN sites. A finer grid

http://www.cmascenter.org
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Fig. 2. Model simulation results of 36 km (left) and 12 km (right) grid resolutions for July 2001: (a) monthly average total concentration

(GEM+RGM+PHg), (b) monthly accumulated dry deposition, (c) monthly accumulated wet deposition, and (d) monthly accumulated

total deposition.

P. Pongprueksa et al. / Atmospheric Environment 42 (2008) 1828–1845 1833
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of simulation results at 36 and 12 km spatial resolution in January 2001 (left) and July 2001 (right): (a) monthly

average total concentration, (b) monthly accumulated dry deposition, (c) monthly accumulated wet deposition, and (d) monthly

accumulated total deposition.

P. Pongprueksa et al. / Atmospheric Environment 42 (2008) 1828–18451834
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Fig. 4. Ratio of 12–36 km mercury dry depositions in July 2001

(logarithmical value) showing the locations with large discre-

pancy at different grid resolutions.

P. Pongprueksa et al. / Atmospheric Environment 42 (2008) 1828–1845 1835
resolution also causes the higher mercury deposition
near major emission sources. Although this may better
represent the concentration and deposition near the
emission sources, the benefit is associated with a
higher computational cost.
3.2. Boundary and initial conditions

Model results (July 2001) using different concen-
trations of GEM, RGM and PHg in BC and IC are
shown in Table 2. The statistics in Table 2 are
obtained from all grid cells of the CONUS 36 km
domain. The effect of BC on the model results is
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For better visualization of
the data variability, the Y-axis of Fig. 5 was cropped
from the top and the maximum for each sensitivity
case is shown in Table 2. The outliers and extreme
outliers in each box plot in Fig. 5 represent the high
concentration (Fig. 5a) and dry deposition (Fig. 5b)
near large anthropogenic sources and/or high wet
deposition (Fig. 5c) at locations with large pre-
cipitation. The GEM concentration in BC directly
affects the mass of mercury entering the domain.
This leads to a difference in the reaction and
deposition rates. From Fig. 5 and Table 2, the
monthly average of total mercury concentration,
and the accumulated dry deposition and wet
deposition all increase linearly with respect to
GEM concentration. An increase of 1 ngm�3 of
GEM in BC results in an increase of 0.81 ngm�3 in
the monthly average of total mercury concentration
and 1270 ngm�2 in the accumulated total deposi-
tion (r240.99) for the July 2001 simulation. During
the simulation, the mercury originally in the domain
can be quickly replaced by the mercury inflow from
the boundaries. Since mercury deposition is mainly
driven by GEM oxidation chemistry (Lin et al.,
2007) and the oxidation of GEM is not an
important sink of atmospheric oxidants (Lin and
Pehkonen, 1998), the increased GEM concentration
in BC proportionally increases the amount of GEM
oxidized in the domain.

The influence of RGM and PHg in BC on model
results is negligible for the most part of the domain
(Fig. 5), partly because the concentrations of RGM
and PHg in BC are much smaller (about 2% of
GEM concentration). Similar results were also
reported by Pai et al. (1999). However, RGM and
PHg in BC do have an impact on the simulated dry
and wet deposition in the vicinity of domain
boundaries, illustrated in Fig. 6 as the monthly
average ratios of base-case deposition to the sensi-
tivity cases’ deposition. The RGM in BC does not
change monthly average concentration (Fig. 6a), but
has a strong effect, up to a factor of 11, on monthly
accumulated dry deposition (Fig. 6b), wet deposition
(Fig. 6c), and total deposition (Fig. 6d) near the
domain boundaries for up to 20 grid cells (�720 km)
into the domain. In the simulation period (July
2001), the prevailing winds are mostly westerly;
therefore, the impact of the RGM boundary condi-
tion is more important in the west of the domain.
The effect of PHg in BC sensitivity cases shows a
similar but weaker trend compared to that of RGM.
The impact on dry deposition is negligible because
PHg is associated with fine particulate which has a
much smaller dry deposition velocity compared to
that of RGM. The primary removal mechanism of
PHg is through scavenging into the droplet followed
by wet removal (Lin et al., 2007).

Figs. 7–9 show the effect of IC on the model
results. The effects of mercury concentration in IC
on sensitivity test are similar to the effects of BC but
to a less extent. The GEM concentration in IC has
the greatest effect on the simulated total concentra-
tion compared to the cases of RGM and PHg (Fig.
7a). The model response to the change of GEM
concentration in IC is also very linear (r240.99, an
increase of 1 ngm�3 of GEM in IC results in an
increase of 0.14 ngm�3 in the monthly average of
total mercury concentration and 250 ngm�2mo�1

in the accumulated deposition), mainly from the
first few days of simulation. RGM and PHg
concentrations in IC do not appear to be important
(o3% forcing in both concentration and deposi-
tion, Fig. 7 and Table 2). Fig. 8 shows the impact of
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Table 2

Model statistics from BC and IC experiments for all the grid cells in the CONUS domain

Base-case GEM ¼ 0 GEM ¼ 1 GEM ¼ 2 RGM ¼ 0 PHg ¼ 0

BC (ng m�3)

Simulated total mercury concentration (ngm�3)

Max 8.68 7.73 8.23 9.05 8.63 8.66

Upper quartile 1.49 0.45 1.75 1.99 1.46 1.48

Median 1.47 0.31 1.13 1.94 1.44 1.46

Lower quartile 1.45 0.20 1.08 1.87 1.42 1.45

Min 1.35 0.06 1.01 1.69 1.31 1.35

Simulated monthly dry deposition of mercury (ngm�2mo�1)

Max 83,993 74,801 79,650 87,601 83,494 83,839

Upper quartile 2432 849 1952 3059 2109 2419

Median 1808 617 1463 2260 1570 1798

Lower quartile 517 215 428 625 396 505

Min 28 18 24 33 14 27

Simulated monthly wet deposition of mercury (ngm�2mo�1)

Max 6174 4954 5698 7823 5689 6015

Upper quartile 1465 586 1206 1811 1283 1393

Median 755 323 628 923 640 695

Lower quartile 384 171 322 461 302 340

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0

Simulated monthly total deposition of mercury (ngm�2mo�1)

Max 89,446 77,405 84,837 94,683 88,823 89,132

Upper quartile 3386 1325 2754 4228 2983 3303

Median 2865 1020 2321 3568 2430 2789

Lower quartile 1967 726 1614 2396 1420 1856

Min 49 30 52 63 34 41

IC (ng m�3)

Simulated total mercury concentration (ngm�3)

Max 8.68 8.54 8.62 8.76 8.66 8.68

Upper quartile 1.49 1.37 1.45 1.60 1.48 1.49

Median 1.47 1.28 1.41 1.56 1.46 1.47

Lower quartile 1.45 1.15 1.37 1.51 1.45 1.45

Min 1.35 0.94 1.26 1.41 1.33 1.35

Simulated monthly dry deposition of mercury (ngm�2mo�1)

Max 83,993 82,645 83,441 84,737 83,779 83,958

Upper quartile 2432 2151 2346 2548 2391 2,429

Median 1808 1531 1732 1906 1760 1,806

Lower quartile 517 465 502 534 500 516

Min 28 27 28 29 28 28

Simulated monthly wet deposition of mercury (ngm�2mo�1)

Max 6174 6001 6005 6613 6011 6142

Upper quartile 1465 1241 1398 1548 1424 1444

Median 755 668 729 789 733 744

Lower quartile 384 341 373 396 370 376

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0

Simulated monthly total deposition of mercury (ngm�2mo�1)

Max 89,446 88,612 89,137 89,627 89,354 89,393

Upper quartile 3386 2969 3259 3562 3312 3369

Median 2865 2494 2761 2992 2796 2851

Lower quartile 1967 1741 1916 2024 1906 1948

Min 49 48 49 49 49 49
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Fig. 5. Effect of mercury species concentration in BC on simulation results in July 2001: (a) monthly average total concentration, (b)

monthly accumulated dry deposition, (c) monthly accumulated wet deposition, and (d) monthly accumulated total deposition.
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RGM and PHg in IC as the monthly average ratios
of base-case results to the sensitivity case results. As
seen, RGM in IC have some impact (up to a factor
of 2) on both dry and wet deposition; while PHg
have a small effect on the wet deposition. The
locations with high ratios of monthly wet deposition
(Fig. 8c) are caused by the precipitation scavenging
of RGM and PHg in the IC during the first few days
of the modeling period.

Since the impact of IC is mainly from the first few
days of simulation, the day-by-day variation of the
peak ratio shown in Fig. 8 was investigated, which is
plotted in Fig. 9. The peak ratios of model results
caused by removing RGM (Fig. 9a) and PHg
(Fig. 9b) in IC gradually reach 1.0 after only a
week of simulation. This indicates that the mercury
mass in the domain can be replaced by the mercury
inflow from boundary conditions within a week. In
other words, a model spin-up time of 7 days or
longer can eliminate the impact caused by RGM
and PHg concentrations in IC in the CONUS
domain, and this result should also apply to other
regional domains with a similar prevailing wind
speed.

From the above analysis, it is clear that a realistic
GEM field in BC and IC is important for atmo-
spheric mercury simulation in a regional domain.
The increase of GEM concentration in BC and IC
can lead to linear increases of both concentration
and deposition, though the impact from BC is much
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Fig. 6. Monthly average ratios of base-case results to BC sensitivity case results of RGM (left) and PHg (right): (a) monthly average total

concentration, (b) monthly accumulated dry deposition, (c) monthly accumulated wet deposition, and (d) monthly accumulated total

deposition.
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Fig. 7. Effect of mercury species concentration in IC on simulation results in July 2001: (a) monthly average total concentration, (b)

monthly accumulated dry deposition, (c) monthly accumulated wet deposition, and (d) monthly accumulated total deposition.
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more predominant. Since the use of global model
output for BC and IC in regional simulations can
provide a better representation of GEM distribu-
tion, it is advisable to implement nesting simulations
whenever possible although global models also have
their own uncertainties.

3.3. Alternative Hg(II) reduction mechanisms

The simulated mercury wet depositions in
July 2001 using CMAQ-Hg 4.5.1 are illustrated in
Fig. 10a, visualized with the MDN measured wet
deposition. In comparison with MDN observations,
the model underestimated wet depositions
(slope ¼ 0.66, r2 ¼ 0.76) (Lin et al., 2007), while
simulated precipitation correlated well with mea-
sured MDN measurements (slope ¼ 1.07,
r2 ¼ 0.87). The wet deposition is much enhanced
when aqueous Hg(II) reduction by HO2 is removed
(Fig. 10b), with an increase by more than a factor of
2 (from 0.66 to 1.54 times of the MDN-measured
wet depositions). Recent studies (Lin et al., 2007;
Seigneur et al., 2006; Sillman et al., 2007) also
showed that wet depositions and RGM concentra-
tions would be increased drastically, and GEM
concentrations would be lowered by a factor of 2–4
if the aqueous HO2 reduction mechanism is
removed. Therefore, if the aqueous reduction of
Hg(II) by HO2 is a reality, it will be the most
important reduction pathway of GEM in the
atmosphere.

Two sets of sensitivity simulation were performed
using two alternative reduction mechanisms in gas-
eous phase, i.e., reduction by CO and photoreduction
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Fig. 8. Monthly average ratios of base-case results to IC sensitivity-case results for RGM (left) and PHg (right): (a) monthly average total

concentration, (b) monthly accumulated dry deposition, (c) monthly accumulated wet deposition, and (d) monthly accumulated total

deposition.
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of RGM. In the simulation, the alternative mechan-
isms were implemented one at a time, and the
reduction pathway via HO2 was turned off. The CO
reduction rates were varied from 10�20 to
10�14 cm3molecule�1 s�1 and the RGM photoreduc-
tion rates were varied from 10�7 to 10�1 s�1. The
corresponding simulated wet depositions were plotted
against the MDN data in Figs. 11 and 12. It should be
noted that Figs. 11 and 12 are shown in log scale is for
better data visualization. The regression statistics in
both figures were obtained from the data in arithmetic
scale.

Implementing a rate of 5� 10�18cm3molecule�1 s�1

for the hypothetical RGM reduction by CO gives
improved model agreement with the MDN-measured
deposition (slope ¼ 0.97, r2 ¼ 0.94, Figs. 10c and 11),
as compared to the base-case (slope ¼ 0.66, r2 ¼ 0.76,
Fig. 10a). For RGM photoreduction, a first-order rate
of 10�5 s�1 produces wet deposition results compared
favorably to the MDN data (slope ¼ 1.04, r2 ¼ 0.94,
Figs. 10d and 11). The second-order rate of
5� 10�18 cm3molecule�1 s�1 (CO as the reductant) is
comparable to the empirical reduction rate of
8� 10�18 cm3molecule�1 s�1 (SO2 as the reductant)
reported by Lohman et al. (2006). This is noteworthy
since CO is a persistent species and its average
concentration is much higher than SO2 in the atmo-
sphere. Furthermore, elevated SO2 levels can only be
observed near the emission sources due to its relatively
short atmospheric lifetime. Therefore, the RGM
reduction rate by SO2 would need to be much greater
than the reduction rate by CO to have a similar
reduction contribution. An earlier study by Seigneur
et al. (2006) has demonstrated that using the rate of
8� 10�18 cm3molecule�1 s�1 (adopted from Lohman
et al., 2006) for RGM reduction by SO2 was not
sufficient to replace aqueous Hg(II) reduction by HO2

in a global model. On the other hand, implementing the
reduction of RGM by SO2 in plume models is perhaps
plausible because the concentration of SO2 in emission
plumes is much higher than its ambient concentration,
and the higher plume temperature may also facilitate
the reduction.

The tested RGM photoreduction rate of 10�5 s�1

in this study is significantly lower than the pseudo-
first-order reduction rate of 8.3� 10�5 s�1 reported
by Lohman et al. (2006). A global simulation showed
that the use of a pseudo-first-order RGM reduction
rate of 4.2� 10�5 s�1 (half-rate of Lohman et al.,
2006) to replace aqueous Hg(II) reduction by HO2 is
too fast and leads to overestimation of GEM
concentrations by a factor of 2 (Seigneur et al.,
2006). It should be noted that implementing photo-
reduction and pseudo-first-order reduction in the
model is fundamentally different. The rate of
photoreduction varies with solar irradiation and
shows diurnal cycle, while the pseudo-first-order
RGM reduction is similar to a first-order-decay
reaction and does not show diurnal cycle.

The sensitivity of simulated mercury wet deposi-
tion to the reduction coefficients is shown in Fig. 13.
The implemented reduction mechanisms have little
effect on the simulated wet deposition when CO
reduction rate is o1� 10�20 cm3molecule�1 s�1 or
RGM photoreduction rate is o1� 10�7 s�1, due to
the negligible reduction rate. When CO reduction
rate is 41� 10�15 cm3molecule�1 s�1 or RGM
photoreduction rate is 41� 10�2 s�1, the reduction
reactions do not have further effect on the simulated
wet deposition, either. Under such conditions, the
reduction rate is much faster than the oxidation
rate, and the oxidized mercury is rapidly reduced
back to GEM. This indicates that the simulated
deposition is sensitive to a reduction mechanism
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Fig. 11. Scattered plots of simulated versus MDN-measured mercury wet deposition in July 2001 by various rates of RGM reduction by

CO. The unit of the rate constant is cm3molecule�1 s�1.

Fig. 10. Simulated mercury wet deposition for (a) base-case, (b) removing the aqueous Hg(II) reduction by HO2 from mercury chemical

mechanisms, (c) using the alternative reduction mechanism of RGM reduction by CO with kCO ¼ 5� 10�18 cm3molecule�1 s�1, (d) using

the alternative reduction mechanism of RGM photoreduction with JRGM ¼ 10�5 s�1 (MDN measurements in small boxes). Note that

RGM is assigned as the GEM oxidation product for all the cases above.
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only when its kinetic parameter falls within a certain
range. From Fig. 13, the most sensitive ranges for
the RGM photoreduction and reduction by CO are
10�6–10�3 s�1 and 10�18–10�16 cm3molecule�1 s�1,
respectively. If future laboratory kinetic measure-
ments confirm that that these reactions indeed
occur, with reaction rates within the sensitive ranges
(or other gaseous reduction reactions with similar
rates), the reactions will be important for trans-
forming mercury in the atmosphere.
4. Conclusions

In this study, the model response to the boundary
and initial conditions of mercury species, model grid
resolution (12 km versus 36 km), and alternative
Hg(II) reduction mechanisms, i.e., RGM reduction
by CO and photoreduction, was investigated.
Although model results using the two different
resolutions are similar, using the finer spatial
resolution better resolves the simulated concentration
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and deposition, especially near the major emission
sources. The model response to the change of GEM
concentration from 0 to 2ngm�3 in IC/BC is found
to be very linear (r240.99) based on the results of
sensitivity simulation in July 2001, although the
effect of IC is much weaker compared to that of BC.
RGM and PHg concentrations in BC have a strong
impact near domain boundaries for up to 20 grid
cells into the CONUS domain. A model spin-up time
of 7 days or longer can eliminate the impact of RGM
and PHg concentrations in IC in the CONUS
domain based on our simulation results.

The results from the sensitivity simulation using
two alternative RGM reduction mechanisms, im-
plemented one at a time, that replace the aqueous
Hg(II) reduction by HO2 show considerable im-
provement in model performance. A second-order
rate of 5� 10�18 cm3molecule�1 s�1 for RGM
reduction by CO, a first-order rate of 1� 10�5 s�1

for photoreduction of RGM, or a similar rate by
any reduction mechanisms in gaseous phase, give
significantly better model agreement with MDN-
measured deposition. It is also found that the
simulated deposition is sensitive to a reduction
mechanism only when the rate constant falls within
a certain range. The kinetic range predicted by the
sensitivity simulation provides a preliminary rate
estimate, and further verification by laboratory
kinetic studies is needed.
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